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New responsive website for CHMorgan

CHMorgan for the Trade and DIY.
In January 2006 CHMorgan merged our sister company Euro Industrial Plastics Ltd under the umbrella of C. H. Morgan & Co
Limited. This progression provides all our customers an even greater product range including Marley Underground Drainage,
Rainwater, Waste & Soil Pipe, MDPE Water Pipe and Fittings, ABS and PVC Pressure Pipe, Ridgicoil Duct and Land Drainage.
We stock a huge range of professional power tools from well known and respect manufactures that include Bosch, Hitachi, Metabo,
DeWalt, Milwaukee and Makita. We are also able to offer an efficient servicing and repair service for powertools.

Responsive Websites and Google.
Google has deprecated the desktop Web. It's still here, but for Google it just got less important.
At least that's the implicit message in Google's recent mobile search update. The company is now judging how "mobile-friendly" a
site is and is using that metric to weight search results served to mobile devices.
This is the third update in Google's slow push for Web developers to start building mobile-friendly sites. First, Google announced
that it would start calling out sites that used Flash and at the same time rewarding mobile-friendly sites. Initially, that was just a little
label next to search results on mobile devices that told viewers the site was "Mobile-friendly."
Visit website: www.chmorgan.co.uk
Interested in having a quote for your new website?

Your name (required)
Your email (required)
Your company name
I need a price for...
WebsiteE-commerce WebsitePrint / Brochures / Exhibition productsPhotography for peoplePhotography for productsAerial
Photography
Tell us a bit about what your looking for...
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